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Your IT application infrastructure is the foundation of your business. It must be 
proven, available, and secure. It must also evolve as your business needs do. This is 
why you need more than a break-fix support contract from your technology vendor. 
You need a collaborative relationship with a trusted leader in the open source world.

Innovation thrives in open environments where every-one is allowed to share knowl-
edge and work together toward common goals. We work with you to understand what 
you are doing today. More importantly, we work with you to understand what you 
aren’t able to do today, and we focus our product strategy on bridging that gap. 

Red Hat’s subscription model enables  us to deliver new technology as soon as it’s 
available, provide unlimited support at no extra cost and use the feedback we get 
from regularly working with you to deliver better technology tomorrow. 

With a Red Hat subscription, you are not limited to traditional reactive support: you 
have access to the knowledge of the best engineers through all phases of planning, 
testing, deploying, maintaining, and upgrading your IT infrastructure. When you have 
a question, you have a choice: you can speak directly with Red Hat Certified Engineers 
and access our award-winning Red Hat Customer Portal (access.redhat.com).

Foreword by Marco Bill-Peter
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MarCo Bill-Peter 
Vice President,  
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Your subscriptions
Red Hat provides two types of subscriptions. Your first steps depend on which type  
of subscription you have.

For customers with a direct entitlement

If you purchased your Red Hat product from a distributor or the Red Hat Store, re-
ceived order notification emails from Red Hat, and received contract and account 
numbers from Red Hat, then you have a direct entitlement, and your subscription is 
already activated. 

You will receive an account number if you don’t already have a Red Hat Network 
(RHN) account. You can find your account number in the “Service Activation” email. If 
you received a new account number, you must create an RHN login by clicking the link 
in the “RHN Login Creation Request” email.

If you have an existing RHN account, that will be your account number and no further 
action is required.

For customers with a 16-digit subscription number

If you purchased your Red Hat product from a hardware vendor or directly from  
Red Hat and received a 16-digit subscription ID from your vendor, on a media-kit box, 
or in an email, you need to manually activate your subscription on Red Hat’s activa-
tion page.

If you have an existing RHN login, go to redhat.com/activate to activate your sub-
scription. If you do not have an RHN login, first visit rhn.redhat.com and click the 
“Sign Up” button to create one.

redhat.com/activate
rhn.redhat.com
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Your Red Hat login
Once your subscription is activated, your Red Hat login lets you download and install 
your Red Hat software. It also gives you access to a wide range of expert knowledge 
and support through the award-winning Red Hat Customer Portal (access.redhat.
com):

• The Red Hat Knowledgebase

• Red Hat Online User Groups

• Tech briefs, videos, and product information

• Updates, errata, and maintenance capabilities via RHN

• Red Hat Technical Support

If you ever forget your Red Hat login, you can recover your login details at  
https://access.redhat.com/site/help/loginassistance.html.
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access.redhat.com
access.redhat.com
https://access.redhat.com/site/help/LoginAssistance.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IzmqCqcb6rA
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Your software
The Red Hat Customer Portal provides easy access to all of your downloads from one 
location: access.redhat.com/downloads.

Red Hat software is provided as disc images in ISO format. If you’re unfamiliar work-
ing with disc images, this Knowledgebase article will help get you started:  
access.redhat.com/kb/docs/DoC-1199.

When installing a Red Hat product, you should follow the installation guide provided 
as part of product documentation and available through the Customer Portal at  
access.redhat.com/docs.

You can find your installation number(s) on the subscription information page in the 
Red Hat Customer Portal: access.redhat.com/wapps/support/protected/subscrip-
tions.html.

Your updates
Once you’ve downloaded and installed your software, you can register it on Red Hat 
Subscription Manager to receive regular certified content updates, bug fixes, and 
more. To register your software, navigate to System ¬ administration ¬ red Hat 
Subscription Manager.

Red Hat Subscription Manager simplifies your enterprise solutions by giving you in-
depth management capabilities from a centralized console. To find out more, log in  
to access.redhat.com/management/ using your Red Hat login.

Note: Red Hat has made changes to the way customers manage their subscriptions 
When registering your systems, you will have the option to use a new process for  
Red Hat Enterprise Linux versions 5.7 and later and Red Hat Enterprise Linux versions 
6.1 and later.For more information about the difference between RHN Classic and 
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Certificate-Based Management, see the Knowledgebase article at access.redhat.com/kb/docs/ DoC-45987. 

For customers with a large number of subscriptions, Red Hat NetworkSatellite and Jboss Operations Network make it easy to de-
ploy and manage Red Hat products across a large-scale infrastructure. To learn more, visit redhat.com/systems_management/.

Your renewals
Red Hat makes it easy to renew your subscription. For information subscription renewal information, visit access.redhat.com/
wapps/support/protected/renewals.html or contact a local sales representative (see a list at access.redhat.com/support/ 
contact/Sales.html).

page 9

Your product lifecycle
The life cycle associated with a Red Hat product identifies the various levels of maintenance for each release of that product  
over a period from initial release — or general availability (GA)—to the end of maintenance.

For more information on the life cycles of specific Red Hat Enterprise products,  
visit access.redhat.com/support/policy/update_policies.html

access.redhat.com/kb/docs/DOC-45987
redhat.com/systems_management/
access.redhat.com/wapps/support/protected/renewals.html
access.redhat.com/wapps/support/protected/renewals.html
access.redhat.com/support/contact/Sales.html
access.redhat.com/support/contact/Sales.html
access.redhat.com/support/policy/update_policies.html
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The award-winning Red Hat Customer Portal (access.redhat.com) provides a wide 
range of resources for your full technology lifecycle. For a video overview of the  
Portal, visit youtube.com/watch?v=izmqCqcb6ra.

           Plan
You can use Portal resources to plan your IT infrastructure to meet your current and 
long-term goals.

• Webinars: View useful information about Red Hat products, key deployment consid-
erations, and best practices.

• Success Stories: Learn how leading organizations are finding unbeatable value, 
performance, security, and reliability with Red Hat solutions.

• Product Documentation: Review high-level user guides and general information 
that highlight product features and benefits.

• reference architectures: Map your solution with detailed technical case studies  
of solutions built, tested, and benchmarked in Red Hat labs by senior Red Hat engi-
neers.

• evaluations and Demos: Download evaluation copies of Red Hat Enterprise Linux 
and middleware products to find the solution that’s right for you.

• Certified Hardware: Browse hardware options that have been certified by Red Hat 
engineers for use with Red Hat solutions. 

Plan, Deploy, Connect
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access.redhat.com
youtube.com/watch?v=IzmqCqcb6rA
https://www.redhat.com/webinars/
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               Deploy
Portal resources can help you deploy your Red Hat Enterprise solution with ease.

• Getting Started: Get information on how to access, download, and install your Red 
Hat solutions.

• Product Downloads: Download the latest supported and archived versions of Red 
Hat software.

• activate a New Subscription: Activate your subscription to gain access to the latest 
updates and Red Hat support.

• Support essentials: View brief articles covering security alerts, hardware certifica-
tions, and FAQs.

• Security resources: Review product lifecycle documentation, update policies, er-
rata, and other security-related information.

• Support Programs: Extend the capabilities of your IT organization with access to 
an around-the-clock global network of the most experienced, motivated, and knowl-
edgeable Linux, middleware, and cloud support engineers.
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https://access.redhat.com/support/start/
https://access.redhat.com/downloads/
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           Connect
Through the portal, you can connect to our knowledge network to learn what the 
experts know.

• Knowledgebase: Find the answers you need to resolve your support questions 
without having to open a ticket thanks to direct access to the knowledge-centered 
support (KCS) system used by our engineers.

• online User Groups: Connect and collaborate to make the best of your Red Hat 
subscription. Benefit from the experience of your peers and Red Hat experts. Share 
ideas, solve problems, or just talk shop. 

• Videos: View vital solutions, useful tips, product demonstrations, and inside infor-
mation straight from the source in comprehensive videos featuring Red Hat engi-
neers and experts.

• tech Briefs: Receive practical advice to help you solve real-world problems with 
Red Hat products.

• Source: Look under the hood of Red Hat Enterprise Linux with detailed information 
about the hundreds of discrete patches that go into the kernel.

• Support Cases: Gain access to Red Hat engineers by creating and managing cases 
directly through the Red Hat support ticketing and reporting system.
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https://www.redhat.com/wapps/sso/login.html?redirect=https://access.redhat.com/kb/community/knowledgebase/en
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How we can help you
If you ever need help with a Red Hat product, our Global Support Services team is 
ready for you. 

Review our support policies at access.redhat.com/support to learn more about our 
support programs, scopes of coverage, service level agreements, and local contact 
information. 

Account, subscription, or entitlement questions

You can find regional customer service contact information at  
access.redhat.com/support/contact/customerService.html.

When you submit an account- or subscription-related question either through email or 
over the phone, a customer service representative will work with you until your issue 
is resolved. 

Technical and product questions

Red Hat’s Knowledgebase (access.redhat.com/knowledge/search) is a library of 
technical knowledge, FAQs, and best-practice guides that Red Hat engineers generate 
while supporting customers. Many of our customers find they can quickly resolve their 
problems by searching the Knowledgebase first.

The Knowledgebase is where we all share what we know. It’s dynamic, regularly up-
dated, and growing all the time. This is because whenever a customer contacts Red 
Hat for technical support, the issue and its solution are added to the Knowledgebase. 
If someone else encounters the same problem, the solution is only a quick Knowledge-
base search away.

Supporting Customers
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This vital resource will help you quickly troubleshoot and resolve problems, and it’s 
available exclusively to Red Hat customers.

You can also contact technical support directly in one of two ways:

• Online: access.redhat.com/support/cases/new

• By phone — find your regional contact number and business hours:  
access.redhat.com/support/contact/technicalSupport.html

In the rare case that all representatives are busy serving other customers, you’ll be 
given the option to leave a message. Please provide enough details so that support 
staff can contact you, keeping in mind that response times vary depending on the 
level of support you’ve purchased: 

• Your full name

• Your company name

• Your account number

• Your location (country and city)

• Your telephone number

• Your existing support request number (if applicable)

• A brief explanation of the incident and its symptoms

Your support request will be assigned to a technical support engineer. Once assigned, 
your technical support engineer will be your main contact for technical support and 
guidance. That same technical support engineer will own the issue until it is mutually 
agreed to be closed. Occasionally, a support request might change hands due to dif-
ferences in time zones, but we’ll keep you informed.
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Responsibilities of the technical support engineer include the following:

• Responding to your support request via the web and/or telephone

• Recreating your technical environment(s) to replicate and troubleshoot the issue

• Researching, identifying, and resolving the incident and subsequent issues

• Collaborating with different departments within Red Hat to resolve your issue

Red Hat Global Support Services assigns severity levels to support requests, which 
you can find at access.redhat.com/support/policy/severity. 

After-hours support is available for Premium Subscription customers with Severity-1 
and Severity-2 issues.

reporting bugs

If you encounter an error while using a Red Hat product, contact technical support 
and explain how to reproduce it. Your technical support engineer will replicate and 
help fix the issue. If it is found to be a bug, your technical support engineer will col-
laborate with Red Hat Engineering and will keep you posted on the progress of a fix.

Feature requests

If you have a suggestion for how to improve  
or enhance Red Hat’s products, we’d love  
to hear from you! 

The support organization is your link  
to product engineering and product  
management. Please submit your  
suggestions with use cases and benefits  
through a support request. Your input is  
extremely important to us so that we can  
continue to provide the features that  
you need.
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Multi-vendor collaboration

Another way that Red Hat delivers superior customer support is by driving resolu-
tion of multi-vendor issues with our Collaborative Support Network (CSN). The CSN 
extends our core value of collaboration as the framework upon which we deliver 
cooperative support with other vendors. We also maintain partnerships with leading 
hardware and software vendors through Cooperative Support Agreements and our 
premium membership with the Technical Support Alliance Network (TSANet). 

We recognize that our customers have complex environments where Red Hat prod-
ucts interact with a variety of hardware and software. It’s not always easy to pinpoint 
the source of a problem and know whom to call. 

If you encounter a problem and you suspect it involves both a Red Hat product and 
another vendor’s product, open a case with us. We’ll work with you to troubleshoot 
the issue. If we need help from another vendor, we’ll work with both you and them. If 
you contacted the other vendor first, no problem. If they call on your behalf with your 
account number or support ticket, we’ll work the issue with the same priority as if you 
called us yourself, and we’ll drive the issue to resolution.

Red Hat’s Collaborative Support Network is not just about collaborating with other 
vendors. It’s also about collaborating with you. Even if we don’t have an existing rela-
tionship with a vendor you work with, we won’t turn you or them away. We will lever-
age your support contract with that vendor to engage with all parties and to ensure a 
solution is found. No finger pointing; no dead-end support.

page 16
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How you can help us
You are our greatest asset when troubleshooting issues. In order for Red Hat to 
understand and resolve your support requests quickly and accurately, it is important 
that you gather information about your subscription and problem so that you have it 
on hand to discuss with your technical support engineer. 

When you contact technical support, we will ask for the following information:

• Your Red Hat account number

• Hardware type/make/model on which the product runs

• Explanation of the problem and symptoms

• Background information such as software version, latest upgrades, recent changes 
to the system, and any message or significant information when the problem  
occurs

• Relevant diagnostic information (sysreports, dumps, traces, logs, etc.)

Your Red Hat technical support engineer can work more effectively with your organi-
zation by collaborating with a regular set of system administrators. Enterprise busi-
nesses might have multiple individuals in this role, while smaller businesses might 
have only one system administrator. System administrators are responsible for sub-
mitting technical support requests and for working with Red Hat’s technical support 
engineers. System administrators can also submit customer service requests, such as 
requests for assistance with product licensing. 

Administrators have the ability to grant access to the Red Hat Customer Portal to 
multiple users within your organization by creating individual logins for them (http://
docs.redhat.com/docs/en-US/red_Hat_Customer_Portal/1/html/Managing_rHN_
User_access/). This allows individual users to make an effort to resolve issues using 
the Customer Portal’s self-help resources, such as the Knowledgebase, and it frees 
system administrators so they can focus on the most critical issues.
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How we can help each other
We started the Online User Groups (access.redhat.com/groups) to help create a col-
laborative, helpful, and informative environment that adds even more value to your 
Red Hat customer experience. 

You — along with other Red Hat customers, partners, Red Hat employees, and other 
representatives — are invited to join the groups to discuss our products, comment on 
the content provided through the Customer Portal, and share your own knowledge 
and successes through collaborative documents and discussion threads. By comment-
ing, voting, and rating content, you can highlight what’s most useful to you and pro-
vide reputation points to your community peers.

Open source is all about collaboration, and the more feedback you provide, the better. 
If a solution solves your problem, let us know through the built-in feedback tool. If it 
doesn’t, you have the ability to tell us what went wrong and how we can improve the 
solution in the future. 
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Your team is your most valuable asset. By investing in the expertise of your staff, you 
can ensure optimal system performance, enhanced productivity, and mitigate risk. 
When you include hands-on training from Red Hat as part of your deployment and 
maintenance strategy, you can maximize the value of your Red Hat technology invest-
ment and reach new productivity heights. 

With more than 30 Red Hat Enterprise Linux and JBoss Middleware courses, Red Hat 
delivers one of the most comprehensive curricula offered in today’s marketplace. Un-
like most vendors, we orient our training and certifications around real-world job roles 
and tasks. Our certified instructors actively engage students in task-focused activities, 
lab-based knowledge checks, and interactive discussions. This best-of-breed contem-
porary teaching approach ensures maximum skills transfer and retention, which in 
turn enables increased productivity and a higher return on investment. 

Red Hat’s performance-based certifications are among the most highly regarded in 
the IT industry. Their success stems from a solid track record of benchmarking and 
hands-on skills assessment. Because of this method of testing, you can be assured 
that the certified professionals on your team have demonstrated the skills required to 
perform the required tasks in actual IT environments.

Visit redhat.com/training to learn more about how we set the standard for open 
source training.

Training and Certification
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To make sure that you get the most out of your Red Hat subscription,  
we’ve provided a quick checklist to get you started:

   Create your RHN username and password

   Activate your subscription

   Download your Red Hat software

   Register your Red Hat software

   Review getting started FAQs

   Review product documentation

   Join an Online User Group (or several!)

   Set up additional users on your account

Getting Started Checklist
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Quick links
Products: redhat.com/products 
Training: redhat.com/training 
Consulting: redhat.com/consulting 
Hardware certification: hardware.redhat.com 
Knowledge: access.redhat.com/knowledge 
Online User Groups: access.redhat.com/groups 
Downloads: access.redhat.com/downloads 
Subscriptions: access.redhat.com/subscriptions 
Support: access.redhat.com/support 
Red Hat Network: rhn.redhat.com

Quick reference guide:  
Red Hat Global Support Services (GSS)
https://access.redhat.com/support/start/

Links & FAQs
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General FAQs
Why Red Hat? Why open source? Why subscriptions? redhat.com/about 
How can I benefit from services provided by Red Hat? redhat.com/rhel/benefits 
Where can I find installation guides? access.redhat.com/knowledge 
Is the application I’m using certified to run on Red Hat Enterprise Linux? 
redhat.com/rhel/compatibility/software 
What are the minimum hardware requirements for different versions  
of Red Hat Enterprise Linux? redhat.com/rhel/compare

Getting started FAQs
Red Hat Enterprise Linux access.redhat.com/support/start/rhel.html 
JBoss Middleware access.redhat.com/support/start/jboss.html 
High-performance computing redhat.com/f/pdf/HPC_Start.pdf
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Contact us

NortH america

1-888-REDHAT1 
jboss.com 
sales@redhat.com 

europe, middle 
east, aNd africa

00800 7334 2835 
europe.redhat.com/jboss 
europe@redhat.com

asia pacific

+65 6490 4200 
apac.redhat.com/jboss 
apac@redhat.com 

latiN america

+54 11 4329 7300 
latam.redhat.com/jboss 
info-latam@redhat.com
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